ANAK Taps Four at Homecoming Ball

Coleman, Jordan, Langstaff, Wolf Receive Highest Honor

The Homecoming week-end festivities and celebrations were climaxed by the annual tapping for ANAK, the highest honorary leadership fraternity at Tech. Four freshmen, Lamar Jordan, Witt Langstaff and Fred Wolf, were tapped at the homecoming dance, which was given by the Bulldog Club in the gym last Saturday night. Other awards announced at the dance included the Homecoming decorations, which were won by Alpha Tau Omega. Sigma Alpha Epsilon took, permanent possession of "The Gibson," a gold cup donated as a floating trophy until it was won by one organization in three consecutive years.

Tapping Rites

Just prior to intermission, five members of ANAK, led by Estes Mann, president of the society, circled the fringes of the cheerleaders and, back- ing, the social program of the Tech chapter of the Women's Auxiliary of the YMCA held its commerce ball. It was the speaker at this week's meeting. Some of the speakers in the past were Dr. C. A. Estes, head of the chorus and the Bob McMillan, president of the Women's Auxiliary of the YMCA holds bible study classes twice each week, on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. This Thursday's session will be conducted by Dr. M. G. Nowak of the California Theological Seminary.

Attention, Freshmen

All freshmen who plan to run in the freshmen elections are urged to complete the post office blanks in Room 253 or Vs. 6006 as soon as possible and no later than 3:00 Wednesday, November 2. All student notes classified as freshmen are eligible to run.

Present Status of Loan Funds

Revealed by Council Committee

By Wally Gassbrit

A Student Council committee composed of Ken Farmer, chairman; Ray East, Bill Kennedy, "Bill" Brown, and Cameron Lacey recently met with Mr. Ray Reynolds, secretary of the Student Loan Funds at Tech. It was found that a total of $44,964.42 from 46 different funds is available for needy students. Most of these funds are unrestricted as concerns point average, major, etc., although a few are restricted to specific areas.

Upon approval of the application by each student, the money is obtainable without delay. Rules and regulations governing student loans, that may be of interest to applicants are:

1. All loans will be made from Student Loan Funds.
2. A written application will be required of each applicant for a student loan.
3. Each application must be approved by a committee on student loans before the loan will be granted.
4. No student may borrow more than $150.00 in any three quarters, or more than $450.00 in any twelve months.
5. No student note may be endorsed by at least one responsible person.
6. No student note shall be guaranteed by any one person.
7. There will be a set schedule of repayment which will be made of the application for the loan, and will be made as a part of the note to be signed by the student.
8. All notes shall bear interest at

New Door Planned

To End Congestion

In Tech Post Office

Plans have been made to alter the post-office building to more easily accommodate the influx of students. A traffic survey has been made by Professor Frank F. Crocombe of the HE department, and it has been de- termined that two-thirds of the stu- dents entering the post office building in the south door, while the same two-thirds go out the side door, which is a busy traffic lane. But, with two-thirds going out, and one-third going in, the side door is coupled with its poor location in regard to the end post office boxes, a real bottle-neck is created.

To alleviate this, Mr. Logan, post office superintendent, plans to close the south door and to use the side door, which is a busy traffic lane. This will change the side door going out, and one-third going in, with its poor location in regard to the post office boxes, a real bottle-neck is created.

To alleviate this, Mr. Logan, post

Student Parking

Students are warned that parking in spaces other than those marked off by yellow lines is a violation of school rules and is punishable by fines. This applies particularly to the area across the small house, a reminder that students are being backed up against the paved portions. Caution has been noted here in the past have been given tickets, but the rule will be more strictly enforced in the future.

Y Religious Meetings Offer Men Fellowship During School Week

All students are cordially invited to attend the services of the YMCA chaplain in Room 6 at 11:30 in Room 1 of the Y. The program consists of informal singing, skits, and a talk by Dr. A. B. Meade, assistant minister of the "Y." Having been initiated shortly after the completion of the buildings in 1919. A student-management pro- gram is now in the process of development and expansion.

A room in the basement, formerly used for a canteen, has been converted into a main hall, and the altars, alcoves, and other improvements are underway in all parts, in order to accommodate the services into the church, stated Mr. Loden.

Prominent Atlanta clergy are often the featured preachers, and in the recent services, the Rev. Dr. W. J. Swinney, of the Sec- ond Baptist Church, was the speaker at this week's meeting. Some of the speakers in the past were Rev. Dr. C. A. Estes, head of the chorus and the Bob McMillan, president of the Women's Auxiliary of the YMCA holds bible study classes twice each week, on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. This Thursday's session will be conducted by Dr. M. G. Nowak of the California Theological Seminary.
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Camera Club to Photograph Models at Academy of Charms

The Georgia Tech Camera Club will visit the Academy of Charms where they will pose many beautiful professional models next Tuesday night, November 11. While there, they will be assisted and advised by a former Life and Time photographer.

This professional advise is equipped with all kinds of props and backdrops with temperature-controlled lighting equipment suitable for making color shots. The models will be on the shooting stages from the time of the club's arrival until everyone has taken all the pictures he wishes — up to a certain time, of course. They will be attired in everything from a fashion dress to what have you.

This visit is part of the Camera Club's over-all plan to familiarize themselves with the problems and procedures of the professional photographers. In line with this program they have Van Buren College, a top flight Atlanta photographer, give a talk on portrait photography at their last meeting.

Bill Cheeley, club president, announced that only members would be allowed to visit the Academy of Charms and that they should meet at the Tech YMCA not later than 7:30 on Tuesday night.

MALCOLM FOSTER, Manager
Atlanta Office — Muse's Mezzanine

Eligible Men Invited

Eligible Men invited to the meeting on November 27, 1949, Thursday, at 1:00 in room 106 Chemistry building. All junior and senior who are members of the Ch.E. School are welcome. The purpose of this meeting is to acquaint the men who are eligible to join the AIChE with the purpose of the student chapter at Tech. There will be a film of the Georgia Tech-Tulane football game. In line with this purpose the prof will give a talk on portrait photography by a top flight Atlanta photographer, Van Buren Colley, who was formerly Life and Time photographer.

The Georgia Tech Camera Club will visit the Academy of Charms, a top flight Atlanta photographer, give a talk on portrait photography at their last meeting.

The manager of Michigan State College's women's dormitories reports she has found a number of persons who are happy about the housing shortage. Fifty two coeds gave temporary housing near men's dormitories to eat meals with the men. Now that new quarters are available she reports that women have come to her and requested that she place them at the bottom of the transfer list.

Under the plan, dividends—if and when they come in—will go for a high school Journalism scholarship. The manager of Michigan State College's women's dormitories reports she has found a number of persons who are happy about the housing shortage. Fifty two coeds gave temporary housing near men's dormitories to eat meals with the men. Now that new quarters are available she reports that women have come to her and requested that she place them at the bottom of the transfer list.

San Francisco State College Gives Consolation to Failures

As an answer to student worries is being advanced by Alpha Phi Gamma, journalistic fraternity, the plan of a group health insurance. All students on the campus are eligible, even the "brains." The higher a student's scholarship, the lower the risk and premium. For example, on average student who flunks will receive a greater reduction expected this June. Universities having the largest enrollments (in order of size) are University of California, University of Minnesota, University of Illinois, Ohio State University, University of Michigan, University of Texas, Michigan State College, Indiana University, Purdue University, etc.

"You don't mean that we have to MEMORIES all these names and things, "?

"The prof, weary after many questionings of the same nature, year after year, replied brusquely, "Do you know of any class where you DON'T have teachers asking you to memorize?"

A huge character, slouched in his first row seat, answered hurriedly, "Physical education."

Because they are lacking goals on their hockey field, girls at Central College, Fayette, Missouri, report the use of teammates as "human goal posts." While they say the substitution has worked well on the whole, arguments do arise such as a recent heated one caused by the goal post moving her foot "to keep from getting hit."

Mr. B. L. Stevenson, formerly at Stevenson's Barber Shop, is now at TECHWOOD Barber & Beauty Shop 120 Merritts Avenue, N.W. Three Doors Above Baldwin Drug Store

Other Colleges Say—

SUNSET TIRE & BATTERY SER.

The SPECIAL LUNCH worth waiting for served every day except Saturday and Sunday for $1.45.
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509 West Peachtree Street
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HE. 2124 AT 9170

Free Pickup and Delivery Service
One of the main attractions of the Homecoming week-end was the Stadium Rock Parade which was held on Saturday morning. An old tradition at Tech, the parade is held each year on Homecoming week-end. Out of nineteen entries this year, first place was taken by Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity, with second and third honors being taken by the Sigma Phi Epsilon and Chi Phi fraternities.

The wrecks began assembling at sixty-thirty and the line extended from the front of the Delta Tau Delta house down Fourth Street to the Phi Kappa Sigma house. At eleven o'clock the parade started up Fourth Street and moved up to the T.E. building where they circled and came back past the judges' reviewing stand.

Crowd Watched Wrecks

A huge crowd lining both sides of Fourth Street witnessed the parade. At times some of the crowd, trying to get a better view of the parade, blocked the path of the wrecks. Among the Bulldog Club with observing order were the Bullpups, new initiates of the Bulldog Club.

The judges, Mr. Robert Stoppani, Mr. Goodloe Yancy, and Mr. Herbert Yoshida, were standing in a truck that was located at the midway mark of the parade. As each wreck drove up before the judges' stand, the drivers and their assistants worked on various mechanical devices upon the wrecks. Except for a couple of exceptions, each wreck had a different theme or idea behind it.

SAE Won Trophy

The SAE fraternity, three times winner of the Contest, has acquired permanent possession of the "Gibbons," the trophy which is given for winning the contest. Their entry consisted of a car made up as a wrecker which was showing a Duke player along in front of it. Dragging along behind the vehicle was a heap of wrecks with signs telling the scores of the games that Tech has won this season. Attached to the wreacks was a very small green neon sign with a sign of the inscription "Green Ripple" upon it.

Radar Car Placed Second

Second place went to the SAE fraternity. They had a radar car with a propeller in front. Above the engine was a wheel sort of affair which issued volumes of smoke.

Third place went to the Chi Phi fraternity. Their wreck rolled off of the center wheel, and was in a pile of wrecks which contained several wrecks which contained several wrecks.
MEDIEVAL SEVERITY?

Mr. Cornell says punishment for cheating is too harsh.

Dear Sir:

In your recent editorial, "Crime Does Not Pay," you say that an editor, that is to say, your position is generally unassailable, although I cannot quite agree with your statement to the effect that if students were aware of the severe penalty resulting from cheating there would be far less dishonesty on the campus. It is possible that there would be as much dishonesty as before, only perhaps impelled in a more subtle manner the sentence, Peter—Peter—Peter!—with slanderous letters and articles, if it could, then perhaps The South's Liveliest College Newspaper might be interested in immediately the Jereket will again become mediocre and look forward eagerly to improved editing. If it could, then perhaps the South's Liveliest College Newspaper might be interested in a repetition of the 'Rag' story. Electric current, Peter—Peter—Peter—

Ed: Reader Cornwall has raised a good question. Would you give him the benefit of the doubt? Would you agree that the student found guilty is unjustified in his right to an education and to earning a livelihood; but human nature being what it is, even this possibility is debatable. However, your editorial comment is one that really impelled me to write this letter: what sent me scuttling to the typewriter was the statement that students who, in committing an act of cheating, the Honor committee has no recourse but to have them dismissed from school.

I am more concerned with more contact and experience with the cheating problem than has the average student on the campus, because, although there is a student committee chiding my entrance to the graduate division here, I was teaching at an engineering school in another state. There, the discipline committee dismissed any action pertaining to cheating cases, and there was a considerable problem. The instructor was left to handle the situation as best he could, and the most he could do was give the offender an "F" in his course. My own reaction to such a statement is one of annoyance rather than horror when I became aware of any cheating in my classes. I prefer to work and be my own offense, rather than to have the offender bailed out. On only two occasions, as I recall, did I have occasion to give an "F" for reasons other than poor work.

The lax system at my former school was not ideal, but I think it is far preferable to the medieval severity prevailing here. The punishment of a student by putting him in the dock, as it were, is not conducive to invoking the death penalty for lying, cheating, or theft; it is only inviting people without pity for people. Used to do that, you know, but modern jurisprudence from my standpoint, some were transfer students, some were graduate students. To sum it up, the student parking lots during football season, however, the students have been overlooked the parking program, all outsiders are charged fifty cents to park and students' cars in the parking lot plan has met with very little cooperation, and not enough space restrictions prohibited its running in this issue.

The Technique

Let's Make It Tangible

The Student Union Building can be made a reality in the near future if we all set our minds to the task of raising funds.

When the plans for the new Student Union Building were displayed to the students during the summer, there were many who were confident that the new edifice was to cost more than the students could possibly perform. The project is still a far-fledged dream, but we feel that it a bit more effort was put into the project, we could have our activities building much sooner.

At present, the chief sources of revenue for the building fund are the fines for the student parking lots during football games and the profits, when available, from the Student Union plan. The fine plan has met with very little cooperation and not enough space restrictions prohibited its running in this issue. There are many alumni around the nation who would be more than glad to buy an album of their old school songs. With proper promotion it seems that this idea would be a resounding success, and we only ask you, dear reader, to encourage your classmates, to find time to work on this project, and to help us to turn the idea of a Student Union building into a reality. The AA will have the ideas available, thus eliminating the cost of procuring the same.

If there are any students here on the campus who feel they have a plan for raising revenue, we urge them to send their ideas in to The Technique so that we may share the idea with the Student Building Committee. Meanwhile, let's get back to the medieval severity prevailing here. The punishment of the second class. Accepted for mailing at special rate. Single copy 25c, subscription $1.00 per year. Published semi-monthly by the students of the Georgia Institute of Technology. No part of the content of this issue may be reproduced in any form without written permission. The opinions expressed in the student and faculty columns are those of the writers and not necessarily those of The Technique. Telephone ATLANTA 9100.

Subscription rates: $2.00 per quarter.

The South's Liveliest College Newspaper

Dialogue, a joint publication of the Student Council and The Technique at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The Technique will publish all attempts to reproduce the student views, but it is not responsible for the opinions of the students appearing in the student columns.

Editor

Dear Sir:

In your recent editorial, "Crime Does Not Pay," you say that an editor, that is to say, your position is generally unassailable, although I cannot quite agree with your statement to the effect that if students were aware of the severe penalty resulting from cheating there would be far less dishonesty on the campus. It is possible that there would be as much dishonesty as before; but human nature being what it is, even this possibility is debatable. However, your editorial comment is one that really impelled me to write this letter: what sent me scuttling to the typewriter was the statement that students who, in committing an act of cheating, the Honor committee has no recourse but to have them dismissed from school.

I am more concerned with more contact and experience with the cheating problem than has the average student on the campus, because, although there is a student committee chiding my entrance to the graduate division here, I was teaching at an engineering school in another state. There, the discipline committee dismissed any action pertaining to cheating cases, and there was a considerable problem. The instructor was left to handle the situation as best he could, and the most he could do was give the offender an "F" in his course. My own reaction to such a statement is one of annoyance rather than horror when I became aware of any cheating in my classes. I prefer to work and be my own offense, rather than to have the offender bailed out. On only two occasions, as I recall, did I have occasion to give an "F" for reasons other than poor work.

The lax system at my former school was not ideal, but I think it is far preferable to the medieval severity prevailing here. The punishment of a student by putting him in the dock, as it were, is not conducive to invoking the death penalty for lying, cheating, or theft; it is only inviting people without pity for people. Used to do that, you know, but modern jurisprudence from my standpoint, some were transfer students, some were graduate students. To sum it up, the student parking lots during football season, however, the students have been overlooked the parking program, all outsiders are charged fifty cents to park and students' cars in the parking lot plan has met with very little cooperation, and not enough space restrictions prohibited its running in this issue.

The Technique

Let's Make It Tangible

The Student Union Building can be made a reality in the near future if we all set our minds to the task of raising funds.

When the plans for the new Student Union Building were displayed to the students during the summer, there were many who were confident that the new edifice was to cost more than the students could possibly perform. The project is still a far-fledged dream, but we feel that it a bit more effort was put into the project, we could have our activities building much sooner.

At present, the chief sources of revenue for the building fund are the fines for the student parking lots during football games and the profits, when available, from the Student Union plan. The fine plan has met with very little cooperation and not enough space restrictions prohibited its running in this issue. There are many alumni around the nation who would be more than glad to buy an album of their old school songs. With proper promotion it seems that this idea would be a resounding success, and we only ask you, dear reader, to encourage your classmates, to find time to work on this project, and to help us to turn the idea of a Student Union building into a reality. The AA will have the ideas available, thus eliminating the cost of procuring the same. Several times since October the 15th the Technique has gone to press. Have I missed any? The Committee on Parking has added to carry out its agreement? I have check- ed with the Comptroller's office and tickets now cost .25 cents. I am sure. Is our need for a Student Union building greater now than it was years off and not worth working toward, then we truly will never see the fulfillment of the plan as a goal to achieve in the immediate future, we may be certain of something.
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WORLD EVENTS

SOUTHERN EDUCATION

...needs outside help to raise its low standards.

The South has the worst schools and the most illiterate population of anywhere in the United States. As such, the substandard educational system is one of the major obstacles standing in the path to a greater South, and therefore, one of the most important problems facing the region.

Figures from the Census Bureau and the wartime draft present a shocking picture of educational results in the South. Of the 347,088 draft registrants who couldn't sign their names, nine out of ten were Southerners. Six out of every hundred Southerners have never been to school compared to those out of every hundred for the rest of the United States. Eighteens out of every hundred Southerners do not have better than a fifth grade education. Seven per hundred for the rest of the nation received this amount of education.

This condition is not caused primarily by the large mass of Negro citizens in the South. In many cases the figures for the white population alone are as bad as the figures for the entire population.

However, these facts concern the previous generation; let us examine the facilities provided for today's Southern youth. When one looks a little better, today, we still have a long way to go before we reach the national average. For instance, according to the latest census figures, on an average 44 per cent of the South's children are enrolled in school, while the figure is eighty-four per cent for the entire United States, including the South. Average daily attendance is only eighty-eight per cent in the South and is eighty-eight per cent in the rest of the nation.

Mr. Rupert Vance, a recognized authority on the South, has said that education "must be regarded as a purchasable commodity." If we use money as a criterion of educational standing, the South has a long way to go before we reach the national average. For instance, according to the latest census figures, on an average 44 per cent of the South's children are enrolled in school, while the figure is eighty-four per cent for the entire United States, including the South. Average daily attendance is only eighty-eight per cent in the South and is eighty-eight per cent in the rest of the nation.

The South has the worst schools and the most illiterate population of anywhere in the United States. As such, the substandard educational system is one of the major obstacles standing in the path to a greater South, and therefore, one of the most important problems facing the region.

Low Income Blamed
For Poorer Health

In Southern Region

The States of the South have the poorest health conditions in the nation. Why is Southern health so poor? Behind all the smaller causes lie one great cause—low income. Other causes such as low standard of living, not enough proper medical care, unbalanced diet, and poor housing all hinge on these two words—low income.

Southern death rates for smallpox, tuberculosis, pneumonia, and nephritis were above the national average and the death rates from malaria, 91.1 per 1,000 were Southern. Also, of those from pellagra, 1,173 out of 1,513 were Southern. This includes the Southern farmer whose death rates for diphtheria, typhoid fever, malaria, and pellagra were above the urban area. Underlying all this is one common theme: Disease goes with poverty.

Certainly, the cost of health is high, but so is the cost of a man. In terms of economy, it has been estimated that a man twenty-four years old with a yearly income of $1,000 is worth $165,700. There lies the South's wealth—the people. And without health there is no wealth. Rupert R. Vance in his book "All These People" stated, "Medical service is a purchasable commodity, and as little as of medi­ cal science, no less than the distri­ bution of doctors and nurses, de­ pend on a large extent on the econ­ omic level of the community." In the prosperous Northeast there is one doctor per 600 people; in the Southeast there is one doctor per 600 people; but it is not the result of begging behind the counter in recent years. It comes, in fact, at the close of the period in which the South has made the most rapid progress. The region started from the lowest position, and since 1870 has made heroic efforts to close the gap in its public education program. Facts that now have a his­ torical extending backward for almost seventy years. In terms of compara­ tive education advance, it has re­ quired hard running for the Southeast to stand still. To catch up with na­ tional standards may demand a greater burst of speed than the region can manage.

This is therefore not only the South's problem but the Nation's problem. It is a problem that must be solved by the entire nation.

Dave Cumming.

ORCHIDS

$3.00

Special for Tech Students
Address Orders to Promotions
Lindsey-Harmon

Horst

356 Luckie Street, N.W. (Near Tech) CV. 11077 - 4123

ORDERS FOR 1950 SENIOR RINGS

WILL BE TAKEN ON NOVEMBER 3

GEORGIA TECH COLLEGE INN

(Owned and Operated by Georgia Institute of Technology)

CAMPUS GRILL

Corner of Spring and North Avenue
Special
Lunch and Supper 30c
Choice 1 Meat, 3 Vegetables
Open 6:30 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Special Breakfast, 30c
Four Hundred Frosh Race For Cakes Saturday

The annual freshman cake race, sponsored by the Bellador Club, was run at twelve noon last Saturday as part of the homecoming celebration. Granville Henry of Decatur, Georgia, was the winner in this year's event. The first three boys finishing the race received large cakes while the next thirty-seven to cross the finish line received smaller ones.

Everybody can win
In the BIG Annual
PHILIP MORRIS
FOOTBALL
"SCORECAST"
CONTEST!

What Scores Do You Predict?

GEORGIA TECH vs. TENNESSEE
TULANE vs. NAVY
MIAMI vs. DETROIT
(Contest closes with games played Sat., Nov. 19th)

PRIZES EVERY WEEK

— and everybody wins in smoking pleasure!

PLUS GRAND PRIZES!

Admiral Television, Radio and Record Player Prizes—to be given away at your College—to Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs or Living Groups at close of 9 Week Contest

Keep those ballots coming every week!

To avoid delay in processing and in prize awards, please submit ballots weekly.

CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS

Grunt-and-Groaners at Work

Shown in the photograph above is Ted Franklin, of Beta Theta Pi, as he attempts to pin M. S. Richmond, of Tau Epsilon Phi early in their match. Richmond scored a point with forty seconds left, clipping off the mat soon after the picture was taken. Col. H. B. Adams, referee, is shown at the left.

Campus Mat Fray Ends
As Sigma Chi Wins Title

By Gene Lorenz

Sigma Chi's mat team came out on top of the heap in the intramural wrestling tournament. A hard-fought victory over Duke's Blue Devils Saturday morning on the waterworks course.

Smith Sets Course Mark
As Jacket Harriers Win

Paced by veteran Red Smith, the Jacket harriers won a hard-fought victory over Duke's Blue Devils Saturday morning on the waterworks course.

Hugh Karsten Flower Shop
153 Ponce de Leon Ave., N.E.
CORSAGES, ROSES, AND ALL CUT FLOWERS
Open Evenings, Sundays, Holidays
Vemon 8422

Atlanta's Fastest Snapshot Service
4 HOURS — 8 HOURS — 24 HOURS SERVICE ON DEVELOPING — PRINTING — ENLARGING
Also
Camera Service and Film Film, Atlanta Dock Room Supplier
STAR PHOTO LABORATORY AND CAMERA STORE
366 PONCE DE LEON AVENUE, N.E.
Diagonally Across From Pig 'n Whistle
More Memories

The Duke game is history at last, and the less said about it, the better we'll like it. Again the game this week brings back memories, although this isn't the first time that Duke has played us. We were last summer, and the Duke game of '47, in which Frank Zeigler hurt his ankle to put him out of condition. That was the most we could do, and the rest of the game was better than last year, and from all indications, the sport has got- n't been better since.

A game of that type, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.

Tech received her second defeat of the year last Saturday on Grant Field at the hands of the No. 1-ranked Blue Devils from Durham. They played the Jackets' type of football, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.

Tech fumble.

Duke kicked off and Harrison recovered for Tech. Duke received her second defeat of the year last Saturday on Grant Field at the hands of the No. 1-ranked Blue Devils from Durham. They played the Jackets' type of football, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.
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Duke kicked off and Harrison recovered for Tech. Duke received her second defeat of the year last Saturday on Grant Field at the hands of the No. 1-ranked Blue Devils from Durham. They played the Jackets' type of football, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.
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Duke kicked off and Harrison recovered for Tech. Duke received her second defeat of the year last Saturday on Grant Field at the hands of the No. 1-ranked Blue Devils from Durham. They played the Jackets' type of football, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.

Tech fumble.

Duke kicked off and Harrison recovered for Tech. Duke received her second defeat of the year last Saturday on Grant Field at the hands of the No. 1-ranked Blue Devils from Durham. They played the Jackets' type of football, fast and skillful, but it seemed to take at least three of their sources possible.

Tech fumble.
Beware! Agnes Scott Girls Are Wearing Booby Traps

By Bruce Kidd

A student at Union College in Alburnett, New York, contends that even a Skidmore student is alarmed about "making love to a coed who has a live bear." This comment comes from a student who has been间接ly warned about coeds by "a Skidmore girl who's been told by her friends that coeds are 'so busy with other things that they don't have time to make any comment.'"

Describes Skidmore Girls

Jack Reade, who writes a column in the Union College Concordian, continued his blust of describing his last date with a Skidmore girl:

"Every time I moved I expected a couple of coeds to jump out of their seats and try to pop me, zoom around and bustle themselves between my favorite places."

Inside Like Alarm Clock

"If you're going to date a Skidmore girl, you had better stop outfitting yourself like the inside of an alarm clock that is set to beat apart at the season in any given moment."

A brief investigation disclosed that these statements are just as applicable to Agnes Scott girls as they are to Skidmore girls. In fact, it has been reported that several Scott girls have been reported that several Scott girls have been measured to 7 inches in the past.

Fred Powell Heads Bridge Club Officers

The Georgia Tech Bridge Club reported its officers, with Fred Powell elected president, David Denson vice-president, Bob Congleton secretary, and Harry Daughtry treasurer. The club now has twenty members with an average playing session being five tables. Meetings are held on the second floor of the Tech YMCA every Friday night, 7:00 p.m.

Get Highest Score

Last week's session was won by Bob Reed and Jean Liddell with 63.5%, the highest yet scored, the next highest being by Walter and September with 63.7%. The club is seeking to be sanctioned by the American Contract Bridge League in which case Master Points could be given to weekly winners. At present the club is, according to Powell, "playing so many good entries."

Devils Win

(Continued from Page 7) to the 43. North and Jordan pushed to the 16 for a first down. McCoy then ran for a first down. The Tech defense held, however, and the ball was given to Tech's 29. There Tech was still in the game how­ever, and the Tech offense came to the 16 again. McCoy then ran into the goal line where the ball was fumbled and recovered by Duke for a touchdown. This made the score, 19-7.

Tuxedos, Cutaways

Use DOUBLE or SINGLE EDGE BLADES

USE DOUBLE OR SINGLE EDGE BLADES

---expert Reweaving---

Company, Inc.

Mention The Technique for a discount special offer. Use them while supplies last. The factory outlet is located at 110 Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia.